
“I very much appreciate the quality 
of the materials, craftsmanship, and 

attention to detail—so rare these days. 
It’s a very handsome piece.”

 Norman R., Colorado



Whether you’re a specialized collector or an 
accumulator of all varieties of pistols, rifles and 
shotguns, part of the thrill is sharing your love 
and appreciation of guns with others. 
Maybe your prized possession is an Italian-made Girandoni .46-caliber repeating rifle with 
the romance and smell of Lewis and Clark crossing the Missouri River. Or a slightly newer 
Colt 45 percussion revolver with a 99.9% condition rating, which you want to maintain. 
Maybe your collection includes a few guns that are so unique you can’t even identify the 
make and model.

No matter what the size and value of your guns, you want to keep them secure without 
hiding them away in a safe or locking them in a room. 

A GunSafe cabinet safely and securely displays your short guns, long guns, and any other 
firearms in their best possible light. Depending on where you plan to keep your cabinet, you 
choose the wood, finish, and style to match your office, game room, library, or vault room.  
Extras such as leather-lined drawers, drawer locks, and a cleaning shelf add both beauty and 
functionality to your cabinet. 

Each cabinet we build features leather-wrapped fittings to hold gunstocks without scratching 
them. But the real heart and soul of a GunSafe cabinet is the wood-clad steel bar which loops 
completely around the cabinet, making it virtually impossible to remove a gun without first 
unlocking the mechanism. 

So whether your collection rivals that of the NRA’s National Firearms Museum or it’s a small 
assortment of classics, GunSafe can design and build a custom cabinet that reveals your 
personality, and your collection’s true beauty.  

We are a small family owned business. We’re located 2 hours south of Chicago in 
the heart of Illinois, Amish Country.

We invite you to call us, or better yet, stop by and visit us personally.

Sincerely,

William and Elizabeth Schlabach Family

“To have a product that 
gives you security for 

your guns, but lets you 
see your guns anytime 

you look at the case – that 
distinguishes them from 
any other product in the 

U.S. I’ve seen beautiful gun 
cases but they don’t offer 

any security. Now that 
they’re in a GunSafe in my 

den, I can go home and 
admire my guns. It’s just 
wonderful. I kick myself 
for not doing it sooner.”

Tracy Lee
Grand Prairie, Texas

CHERRY 12-GUN 
STANDARD GUNSAFE 

77½” H x 42” W x 21½” D
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CHERRY 30-GUN GUNSAFE DELUXE
87” H x 132” W x 25” D
Built-in bookcases to match.

“I want to let you know how 
thrilled my wife and I are with 
our GunSafe deluxe. Every 
specification was met perfectly. 
The workmanship is excellent. I 
expected a quality product, but 
you exceeded my expectations. 
Your delivery team was very 
nice, efficient, and friendly.”

E.P.

The bases on GunSafe Deluxe 
cabinets can be customized 
to suit your office needs.
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WALNUT 28-GUN GUNSAFE DELUXE
87” H x 132” W x 25” D
Center section raised for more usable desk space.

18-GUN GUNSAFE DELUXE BOOKCASE
87” H x 93½” W x 26½” D

Oak cabinet with bookcase desk unit
30” wide center bookcase.

“I’ve been so pleased with this cabinet. It is beautiful, 
and the workmanship is just impeccable. It is really 
more than a gun safe, it is a great piece of furniture 
that perfectly displays my collection of fine guns. This 
cabinet will be a family heirloom.”

B.G., Nevada
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Each custom-built 
cabinet is an absolute 
work of art, unique to 
your personality.

Each custom-built 
cabinet is an absolute 
work of art, unique to 
your personality.

“It’s a magnificent piece.   
I’m very proud of it and  
I admire it every day.   
The quality was beyond 
my expectations.”  

John Glover, North Carolina

24-GUN GUNSAFE DELUXE  
WITH CUSTOM BASE
87” H x 116”  W x 26½” D
Walnut with distressing and glaze,  
5 legal files, 3 drawers, and  
split columns on base.
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30-GUN GUNSAFE DELUXE
87” H x 132” W x 25” D

Natural Oak
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18-GUN CUSTOM GUNSAFE
Cherry with double line,  
diamond black ebony inlays,  
miter corner doors, diamond  
knobs, and 15° angle on guns.

CHERRY GUN CLEANING ISLAND
42” H x 62¼” W x 30” D 
Features leather top, diamond inlays, 3 bar stools, 
4 file drawers, 5 additional drawers and miter 
corner drawer fronts. A gun rack on the end  
slides out of sight when not in use.

Four of these  
18-Gun cabinets  
and the gun  
cleaning island  
grace the gun  
room of an avid  
gun collector  
in Texas.
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Building your custom GunSafe  
cabinetry starts at the drawing board.

VAULT ROOM
Custom walnut gun room with  
gun cleaning island.
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VAULT ROOM CABINETRY
Oak gun room with leather top  
Burl Oak centerpiece inlaid in corner.

DOUBLE STACK GUN RACKS
9’2” Tall. Available any width.

VAULT ROOM CABINETRY
Gun room racks are most commonly  
used in concrete vault rooms where  
no additional security is needed.

12-GUN RACK

“My GunSafe arrived in 
good condition. Thanks 
for such good service. It 
is a beautiful, beautiful 
product. Thanks again.”

Chris Moe

NATURAL MAPLE 30-GUN VAULT ROOM RACK
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Cherry Vault Room Features:
•	 Storage	for	100+	long	guns
•	 Pistols,	knives	and	shelf	displays
•	 Lots	of	file	drawers	and	base	storage
•	 Framed	leather	tops
•	 Cherry	covered	ceilings	and	walls

•	 Leather	lined	tray	ceilings
•	 30°	viewing	angle	on	long	guns
•	 2-desk	stations	with	stools
•	 Horizontal	displays	above	desk
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CHERRY INGLE ISLAND
36” H x 55½” W x 36” D
Features: 3-file drawers, 3 regular 
drawers. Leather inlaid top. Corbels 
to support top at seating area. Slide 
out gun rack. Houston bar stools. 
Miter corner drawer fronts.
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CHERRY VAULT ROOM
Features: Corner pistol/magnetic knife 
display. Desk area. Double tier gun racks. 
Leather insert tops. Ingle gun cleaning 
island shown on page 20 and 21.
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Pistol locks can be added to your GunSafe 
to display and store pistols.

Built-in magnetic knife display.

FRENCH STYLE 13-GUN GUNSAFE
Rustic hickory GunSafe with pull-out cleaning 
shelf and built-in magnetic knife display. This Old 
World design is distressed and glazed. Perfect for 
showcasing antique guns.

QUARTER SAWN OAK FRENCH STYLE 10-GUN GUNSAFE
Bidirectional horizontal display with cleaning shelf,  
paired with a French Style Ingle Island.
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What is Shaker Style? 
The Shaker Style is a distinctive style of furniture that was introduced to 
America in the late 18th century or early 19th Century by American religious 
communities known as the Shakers. Shakers built simple, functional, 
unornamented furniture with clean, elegant lines.

If you’re looking for a simpler style to complement your existing furniture, or 
you already own some Shaker pieces, you’ll appreciate these cabinets. The style 
is more “dressed down” with less ornate crown molding and optional flutes. 
GunSafe Shaker Style cabinets also feature chamfer edges, which give the 
connecting pieces a more finished look, much like crown molding between a wall 
and a ceiling.

“GunSafe got it right.
The cabinets speak for themselves.  
Guests talk more about them than  

the trophy deer above the cabinets.” 
Dr. James Campbell, Florida

What makes a GunSafe cabinet special?
Each cabinet is custom built by Old World craftsmen who still take care in every 
aspect of their work. From the carefully selected woods to custom finishes such 
as distressing and glazing, each step of construction is crafted in painstaking 
detail. When you see a hand-carved onlay or perfectly aligned flutes, you know 
it’s the work of a true craftsman. And with details like leather-wrapped inserts 
to protect your gunstocks from unnecessary scratches, it becomes clear this 
is not a mass-produced cabinet. Each piece is designed to meet your exacting 
specifications; so it’s not just a GunSafe cabinet, it’s your GunSafe cabinet. Many 
clients even choose to have their names engraved on their pieces. 

24-GUN GUNSAFE DELUXE 
87” H x 116” W x 25” D

Natural Alder. Doors added to  
center section. Locks on doors. Flutes.
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“I am more than pleased with my GunSafe. At a time 
when mediocrity seems to be the order of the day, the 
security and beauty of the GunSafe rises significantly 
above the competition. Thank you for a job well done.”
J.C. Whitefish, MT

CHERRY 12-GUN DOUBLE BOOKCASE
87” H x 90” W x 22” D 
Shaker style, with distressing and a glaze 
finish. Shelves behind doors in base.

OAK 26-GUN GUNSAFE  
DELUXE BOOKCASE 
Shaker style.

LED interior strip lights run the  
full length of the cabinet for consistent 

illumination. All wire connections 
 are soldered for dependability  

and optimal performance. 
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CHERRY 12-GUN GUNSAFE
77½” H x 42” W x 21½” D
With diamond inlays and flutes,
distressing and glaze finish.

Quartersawn Oak Custom  
16-Gun GunSafe
87” H x 95” W x 22” D
GunSafe bookcase, Shaker style.
Flutes. Bookcase in base instead  
of kneehole.

Hand wiped stain.
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QUARTER SAWN OAK 9-GUN 
With custom carved feet for base

with matching lateral file.

What is quartersawn wood? 
There are several methods for cutting lumber out of a log, including plainsawing, riftsawing and 
quartersawing.	How	lumber	is	cut	affects	its	grain	patterns,	which	determine	how	much	it	expands	and	
contracts, and ultimately, its stability. Quartersawn wood is created by cutting a log lengthwise into 
quarters, then creating a series of parallel cuts, with the middle cut being perpendicular to the tree’s rings. 
As a result, the grain patterns in quartersawn wood 
are relatively consistent and unique, making the wood 
more stable (with less expanding and contracting), 
and therefore preferred by woodworkers and furniture 
makers. Oak is the most common quartersawn wood, 
but it can also be found in walnut, cherry, and maple. 

Plainsawn Riftsawn Quartersawn

All furniture 
pieces by GunSafe
Two	12-Gun	cabinets	with	 
custom office furniture,  
genuine zebra skin in bookcase, 
and carving on drawer fronts.
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QUARTERSAWN OAK MISSION STYLE 16-GUN DESK BOOKCASE UNIT
87” H x 93” W x 25” D
Mission is all square edges, no crown or frills.
This mission unit has custom onlays  
on the face of the frame.

QUARTERSAWN OAK 
CUSTOM 24-GUN DISPLAY
Leather inlay top. Diamond Inlays.  
Sliding glass doors.  
Drawer lights come on when opened.  
Velvet cushion drawer lining.

MISSION STYLE  
9-GUN GUNSAFE

CHERRY MISSION STYLE 14-GUN PISTOL CASE

What is Mission style? 
 

Mission Style is a simplistic style of furniture that was 
introduced	to	America	in	the	early	20th	Century	by	
followers of the Arts and Crafts movement. Mission 
style furniture is known for its utilitarian design, 
limited decoration, and ethical craftsmanship. 
For a more simplistic look that will complement nearly 
any style of furniture, consider a Mission style cabinet. 
The style is even more “dressed down” than Shaker Style 
with no crown molding or flutes. GunSafe Mission style 
cabinets feature straight lines and square corners.
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Quartersawn Oak 9-Gun Midwest Mission
77½” H x 36” W x 21½” D

12-GUN CHERRY SOUTHWEST MISSION
77½” H x 44” W x 21½” D

Gunsafe steel  security door.

Standard Features:
•	 Black	face	frame
•	 Tenons
•	 Ebony	diamond	inlays	 
 in doors
•	 Diamond	knobs
•	 Standard	GunSafe 
 steel security door and 
 shelves in base
•	 Mullion	doors
•	 Beveled	crown

Standard Features:
•	 Angled	sides
•	 Tenons
•	 Mission	hardware
•	 Black	ebony	diamond	inlays
•	 Standard	steel	GunSafe 
 security door in base
•	 Beveled	glass	optional
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12-GUN OAK GUNSAFE
Cabinet has diamond inlays. 
Classic oak game table, chairs, and  
bar stools, all available from GunSafe.

Mesquite wood, which 
grows in Texas, has 
natural cracks and splits 
throughout. These voids 
are filled with black 
epoxy and sealed with 
a clear coat varnish. 

17-GUN CUSTOM GUNSAFE
Mesquite barrister door bookcase in base, 
14-gun vertical storage in center, 
3-gun horizontal gun storage in upper 
section with flip-up door.
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For more information call: 877-4-GunSafe

Mahogany 2 - Story 
Office Library

Coffered Ceiling Library Ladder

Mahogany 2 - Story 
Office Library

Coffered Ceiling Library Ladder
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For more information call: 877-4-GunSafe

Walnut Kitchen

Knotty Alder Bar

Cherry Master Bath

Walnut Kitchen

Knotty Alder Bar

Cherry Master Bath

Mahogany LibraryMahogany Library
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CHERRY CUSTOM PISTOL CABINET
53” H x 41” W x 21¾” D
With gang drawer locks, 8 felt-lined drawers.

12-GUN WALNUT GUNSAFE
87½” H x 58½” W x 21½” D
With angled pistol display  

in base- option # APDC
Note: Adds 10” to height  

of GunSafe.

16-GUN CUSTOM CABINET
Guns stored at 45° angle,
no base, bifold doors.

OAK 6-GUN HORIZONTAL DISPLAY CABINET
85” H x 62½” W x 16½” D

WALNUT SOFA TABLE
24” H x 27” W x 27” D
Leather inlaid top 1-drawer.

This antique bookcase is over  
100	years	old.	GunSafe	removed	
the shelves and installed steel 
bars and LED lighting.

The perfect way 
 to display hand guns 

in addition to rifles 
and shotguns. Your 

choice of glass options 
can also enhance  

chosen decor.
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“I had never seen any GunSafe products 
except for in catalogs and brochures. The 

custom cabinet that William Schlabach 
made out of cherry for me is a fine piece 

of furniture. It’s exactly what I was 
looking for.” 

Barry Elkins, Louisiana

Innovative designs that 
marry 

form with function.

Pull-out cleaning shelf.

12-GUN CHERRY STANDARD CABINET
89½” H  x 42½” W x 18” D
Wood knobs, custom pull-out gun cleaning shelf,
3-drawer base with locks, distressing,  
Old World mahogany stain, and black glaze.

9-GUN CHERRY CABINET
With optional curtains to conceal guns  
and magnetic knife display.
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12-GUN CHERRY GUNSAFE 
89½” H x 42½” W x 22½” D
With 5-drawers, cleaning shelf base,  
double-line black ebony diamond inlays (top center), 
diamond knobs, and inlay theme throughout. 

12-GUN CHERRY GUNSAFE 
89½” H x 42½” W x 22½” D

With 5-drawer cleaning shelf base. 

Cherry swivel bar stool with 
leather seat. A must-have for 
your pull-out cleaning shelf.

Pull-out cleaning shelf.
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12-GUN WALNUT GUNSAFE 
89½” H x 42½” W x 22½” D
With 2 drawers, leather cleaning shelf base, 
steel safe door in base, and bird dog scene  
carving in base doors.

CHERRY CUSTOM 12-GUN/KNIFE DISPLAY WITH 14-GUN PISTOL DISPLAY ATTACHED  
88” H x 68” W x 19” D
Old World mahogany stain.
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What makes a GunSafe cabinet safe?
The heart and soul of every GunSafe cabinet is a 
wood-clad steel bar that loops completely around 
the cabinet. This bar is locked and must be unlocked 

with a key to release any of the 
enclosed guns. It’s this feature 
that allows you to display your 
collection without worrying about 
your security being compromised.

9-GUN STANDARD GUNSAFE
77½” H x 34” W x 21½” D

6, 8, or 9 guns fit into this cabinet.  
Oak with Boston Cherry Stain.

18-GUN STANDARD GUNSAFE
Oak Autumn Haze Stain.
77½” H x 58½“ W x 21½” D
Features 2 safe doors in base.

1 - QUALITY MATERIALS
Solid hardwood construction provides
strength and security.

2 - LIGHTING
Inset LED lighting system operated by touch 
control sensors inconspicuously located on display 
case door hinge.

3 - LOCKING MECHANISM
Protected by a high security lock. Locking
mechanism is constructed to essentially
pick-proof the lock against would-be thieves.

4 - STEEL-REINFORCED BAR
Gunsafe protects displayed guns with two
rectangular bars of steel within wood cladding. 
Features a removable locking top bar for  
easy access.

5 - EASY HANDLING
Storage base and display case are separated  
for shipment and handling. 

6 - STORAGE
Closed cabinet storage area for safekeeping 
important items.   

7 - HIDDEN SAFE
Hidden lockable steel safe door located in base  
for storing ammo, pistols, and other valuables. 
Safe includes adjustable shelf.

A unique repository for 
displaying fine firearms 
without sacrificing security.

CHERRY 12-GUN STANDARD GUNSAFE 
77½” H x 42” W x 21½” D

3
4

2

4

76

5
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12-GUN WALNUT GUNSAFE

For protection and appeal, line the drawer bottoms  
with genuine leather.
OPTION # GSLD

EBONY INLAY

12-GUN DISTRESSED, GLAZED CHERRY GUNSAFE
Distressing and glaze add a timeworn look to your cabinet.

For extra security,  
add locks to the doors  
and drawers.
OPTION # GSDL

OAK 12-GUN GUNSAFE 
Boston cherry stain with guns stored  
barrels down. 

Note: This option works only if the 
guns are of similar length and style.

Install dehumidifier in Cabinet

Leather lined fly rod drawers in base.

Fly rod holders can be easily removed 
and the drawer used for storing 
other items. 

Carving options: Bear, Elk, Bird Dog, Lion, Elephant

OAK 12-GUN GUNSAFE 
With solid doors 

and Boston cherry stain.
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For the esteemed collector 
of fine guns, GunSafe is
the perfect display case 

for your investment.

Old World built. Wholly made in the USA.

1-877-4-GunSafe
“Security is a big issue for me.   
I’m satisfied my collection  
is secure in my GunSafe cabinet.”

Frank Finch, New Jersey

GunSafe customers are located in 37 states, 
Mexico, Denmark, Norway, and Saudi Arabia.

GunSafe
160 E. CR 240 N. / Arthur, IL 61911

Ph. 877-4-GunSafe (48-6723)
Fx. 877-5-GunSafe (48-6723)

Protect	your investment•	Showcase your collection.


